SCAVENGER HUNT
PAUL QUIET GARDEN MEADOW
You will need a partner and a bag to collect objects.
Work with a partner to find all these things. Collect them and put
them in the bag. Get ready to share your treasures at the end and
there will be prizes for the most unusual things.
Good luck with the challenge!

			1. Something soft
			2. Something spiky
			
3. Three different shaped leaves
			4. Something round
			5. A stone
			6. A smooth stick
			7. Something yellow
			8. Something blue
			9. An insect
			10. A feather
			
11. Some lichen or moss
			12. A white flower
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13. Something fluffy
14. An item which is made of many parts
15. Something unusual (which nobody else
will find)

PHOTO TRAIL IN THE QUIET GARDEN
Can you find all of these photos somewhere in the garden?
Work with a partner. Answer the questions and there will be a prize
for the pairs who find them all.
1. Where can you find this pattern?

2. Find the grave of Thomas Tremethick.
What was his wife’s name?

3. What is this?

4. Now find this grave. How old
was Mary Garrett when she died?

5. Where is this strange carving?
What do you think it is meant to be?
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6. What is this?

7. Find this stone carving. What is it
part of?

8. Can you find this wooden carving?
What is it part of?

9. This is a strange pattern of lichen.
Where is it?

10. Finally, find this photo. What is it?

PHOTO TRAIL ANSWERS
1. On the Remembrance statue.
2. Jane.
3. Part of the labyrinth.
4. 3 years old.
5. On the Remembrance statue. Maybe the link of a chain? There
may be various other answers.
6. The sign beside the labyrinth.
7. A cross.
8. A wooden seat/ throne.
9. On a gravestone.
10. Part of the seal.
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